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Description

Correlation calculation based on rolling window with overlapping observations.

Usage

find_dataleaks(lstx, h, cutoff = 1)

Arguments

  lstx    list of time series
  h       length of forecast horizon
  cutoff  benchmark value for corr absolute value, default 1

Value

list of matching quantities

Examples

a = rnorm(15)
lst <- list(
  a = a,
  b = c(a[10:15], rnorm(10), a[1:5], a[1:5]),
  c = c(rnorm(10), a[1:5])
)
find_dataleaks(lst, h=5)

# List without naming elements
lst <- list(

  x = a,
  y = c(rnorm(10), a[1:5])
)
find_dataleaks(lst, h=5)
reason_dataleaks

```r
c(rnorm(10), a[1:5], a[1:5]),
  rnorm(10)
)
find_dataleaks(lst, h=5)
```

---

**Description**

Correlation calculation based on rolling window with overlapping observations.

**Usage**

```r
reason_dataleaks(lstx, finddataleaksout, h, ang = 0)
reason_dataleaks(lstx, finddataleaksout, h, ang = 0)
```

**Arguments**

- `lstx` list of time series
- `finddataleaksout` list, the output generated from `find_dataleaks` function
- `h` length of the window size
- `ang` angle at which the tick and axis labels should be displayed (default 0)

**Value**

matrix visualizing the output

**Examples**

```r
a = rnorm(15)
lst <- list(
  a = a,
  b = c(a[10:15], rnorm(10), a[1:5]+10, a[1:5]),
  c = c(rnorm(10), a[1:5])
)
fl <- find_dataleaks(lst, h=5)
reason_dataleaks(lst, fl, h=5)

# List without naming elements
lst <- list(
  a,
```
ts.match

Correlation calculation based on rolling window with overlapping observations.

Description

Correlation calculation based on rolling window with overlapping observations.

Usage

\[ \text{ts.match}(x, y, \text{cutoff} = 1) \]

Arguments

- **x**: time series
- **y**: subsection of the time series to map
- **cutoff**: benchmark value for corr, default 1

Value

Pearson’s correlation coefficient between \( x \) and \( y \)

Examples

\begin{verbatim}
  x <- rnorm(15)
y <- -x[6:10]
x <- c(x, y)
ts.match(x, y, 1)
z <- rnorm(5)
ts.match(x, z)
\end{verbatim}
viz_dataleaks

Correlation calculation based on rolling window with overlapping observations.

Description

Correlation calculation based on rolling window with overlapping observations.

Usage

viz_dataleaks(finddataleaksout)

Arguments

finddataleaksout

list, the output generated from find_dataleaks function

Value

matrix visualizing the output

Examples

a = rnorm(15)
lst <- list(
  a = a,
  b = c(a[10:15]+rep(8,6), rnorm(10), a[1:5], a[1:5]),
  c = c(rnorm(10), a[1:5]),
  d = rnorm(10)
)
f1 <- find_dataleaks(lst, h=5)
viz_dataleaks(f1)

a = rnorm(15)
lst <- list(
  x= a,
  y= c(rnorm(10), a[1:5])
)
f2 <- find_dataleaks(lst, h=5)
viz_dataleaks(f2)

# List without naming elements
lst <- list(
  a,
  c(rnorm(10), a[1:5], a[1:5]),
  rnorm(10)
)
f3 <- find_dataleaks(lst, h=5)
viz_dataleaks(f3)
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